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Thank you
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IBM i is beautiful in it’s architecture and design
and unique in how it all hangs together not at least with

with IBM Power 
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THERE IS NO SPECIFIC ORDER  
I AM GOING HIGH AND LOW
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IBM Future Systems Project 

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, IBM considered a radical redesign of their entire product line to 
take advantage of the much lower cost of computer circuitry expected in the 1980s
The major objectives of the FS project were consequently stated as follows:
§ make obsolete all existing computing equipment, including IBM's, by fully exploiting the 

newest technologies
§ diminish greatly the costs and efforts involved in application development and operation
§ provide a technically sound basis for re-bundling as much as possible of IBM's offerings 

(hardware, software and services)

It was hoped that a new architecture making a heavier use of hardware resources, the cost of 
which was going down, could significantly simplify software development and reduce costs for 
both IBM and customers.
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Secondly, what do they have?
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The latest hype, Cloud Native
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Ok, lets start
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Have you ever tried command line on Windows or Linux?

5250
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Menu driven interface
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F1 – Get help

F4 - PromptingF8/F9

Advanced Function Keys
and massive help built in
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System Request
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df -h -x squashfs
head -n 5 core.c
ps -e | grep shutter.
tar -cvjf songs.tar.bz2 Ukulele/

ANZPRB – Analyze Problem
DSPJOB – Display Job
DSPLOG QHST
PWRDWNSYS

Commands you understand
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Concepts that had 
businesses and 

business 
applications in mind 
from the beginning
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Jobs
All work done on a system is performed through jobs. Each job 
has a unique name within the system. All jobs, with the 
exception of system jobs, run within subsystems.

The job accounting function gathers data so that you can 
determine who is using your system and what system resources 
they are using. It also assists you in evaluating the overall use of 
your system.
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Subsystems
The subsystem is where work is processed on the system. A subsystem is a single, predefined 
operating environment through which the system coordinates the work flow and resource 
use. The system can contain several subsystems, all operating independently of each other.

You can Run an HTTP Server in its own Subsystem. If you have 
multiple HTTP servers, you can have each HTTP server run in its 
own subsystem.

To efficiently use system resources, different types of jobs 
require different processing instructions and system resources. 
To meet this need, the operating system creates unique 
operating environments called subsystems. Each subsystem has 
a set of system resources, especially a memory pool, that 
determines how quickly it can process jobs.

Subsystem Nordics

System

Subsystem EMEA

Application Sweden

Application Norway

Application Germany

Application UK
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Memory pools
A memory pool is a logical division of main memory or storage 
that is reserved for processing a job or group of jobs. On your 
system, all main storage can be divided into logical allocations 
called memory pools. By default, the system manages the 
transfer of data and programs into memory pools.

Multiple pools in a subsystem help you to control the jobs' 
competition for system resources. The advantages of having 
multiple pools in a subsystem are that you can separate the 
amount of work done and the response time for these jobs. For 
example, during the day you may want interactive jobs to run 
with good response time. For better efficiency you can make 
the interactive pool larger. At night you might be running many 
batch jobs, so you make the batch pool larger.
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System values
You can use system values to change the system in order to define the working 
environment. For example, system date, library list, international 
characteristics, and certain security features are all set by system values.
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100% SQL Standard
“Some customers are developing their 
database model on Db2 first as this is the 
most standard SQL compliant database 
they have”

Db2 for i 7.4 conforms with the following industry standards for SQL:
•ISO/IEC 9075-1:2016, Information technology - Database languages - SQL - Part 
1: Framework (SQL/Framework)
•ISO/IEC 9075-2:2016, Information technology - Database languages - SQL - Part 
2: Foundation (SQL/Foundation)
•ISO/IEC 9075-3:2016, Information technology - Database languages - SQL - Part 
3: Call-Level Interface(SQL/CLI)
•ISO/IEC 9075-4:2016, Information technology - Database languages - SQL - Part 
4: Persistent Stored Modules (SQL/PSM)•
ISO/IEC 9075-10:2016, Information technology - Database languages - SQL - Part 
10: Object Language Bindings (SQL/OLB)
•ISO/IEC 9075-11:2016, Information technology - Database languages - SQL - Part 
11: Information and Definition Schemas (SQL/Schemata)
•ISO/IEC 9075-14:2016, Information technology - Database languages - SQL - Part 
14: XML-Related Specifications (SQL/XML)
Db2 for i 7.3 conforms with the following industry technical report for SQL:
•ISO/IEC TR 19075-6:2016, Information technology - Database languages - SQL 
Technical Reports - Part6: SQL support for JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/ssw_ibm_i_74/db2/rbafzpdf.pdf
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A Secure System

23

“The IBM i design really shows how to build a secure by design system, 
where all other OSes seem to try to patch security on as an afterthought”



Where IBM i really stands out is in the decision to forgo the traditional concept of a file system and instead 
rely on an object storage concept. This has tremendous advantages for security. Both since access rights are 
powerful and attached to objects, and by avoiding all the dangers of a typical file system. For example, there 
is no way to make a document executable. Programs are programs, data objects are data objects, and you 
cannot make a Windows .exe masquerade as a .jpg. All users are associated with a user profile indicating 
what they can do and work with.

Integral Security
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A reliable system
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Never-reused address
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The use of persistent never-reused object addresses for 
permanent objects in the system was really surprising – but it 
does solve many security problems and robustness problems in 
a neat way.

https://jakob.engbloms.se/archives/2111

All programs and data reside in this massive space and are
addressable from a single permanent address, which is never reused. 



The management of user-space pointers is really amazing. With a little bit of 
hardware support, the system actually notices if a user-level instruction (in native 
mode on the processor, obviously, following the MI compilation) changes a pointer. 
Using a special set of tag bits that associate one bit with each 16 bytes of memory, 
the OS underneath the MI layer will know if the user has tampered with a pointer. 
And refuse to use it if this is the case. This creates a situation where a user-level 
program really cannot do any harm – it cannot address outside of the objects it has 
access to, and it has no way to forge a pointer as the OS has a way to detect that!
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Tags Active Mode

https://jakob.engbloms.se/archives/2111



virtual storage integrity information per d

In other words, the hardware is hardcoded to the precise design 
of IBM i

As perhaps expected for any capability, in order to access 
an object, a program needs a valid pointer to that object. 
And in order to get a valid pointer to an object, the 
executing program needs to show that it has the right to 
that object. Although the process of simply loading, 
storing, and copying of pointers can be done very quickly 
via inlined program code, the process of proving the rights 
to an object and from there getting a newly created 
Tagged Pointer is a function of the privileged part of IBM 
i.

IBM i today runs on a Power-based processor 
architecture, one enhanced over the typical Power 
architecture largely in the way that it supports addressing. 
Along with the process-local addressing used in the base 
Power architecture, this extended architecture supports 
Tagged Pointers as well as what IBM i calls Single-Level 
Store (SLS)

http://mrfunk.info/?page_id=5 28

Tags Active Mode



520-byte disks
(512-byte is standard)

Virtual data integrity information
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When we wanted to move a page from memory to disk, we had another 
problem. Memory has extra bits for ECC and tags, the disk does not.

The additional sector bytes are used by IBM i as part of 
the implementation of its object security.

“520-byte sectors could – and in IBM i do - include the 
tags for the associated 512 bytes of data”



IBM Power is not x86
Data from IDC has shown that over a 7-year period, IBM Power 
Systems per-core performance increased by 121% over three 
generations while Intel’s per-core performance only improved 
by 24% over five generations of systems.

For the 12th consecutive year, IBM Power Systems has 
achieved the highest server reliability rankings when 
compared to all x86 servers according to ITIC’s 2020 Global 
Server Hardware and Server OS Reliability survey.

That same ITIC report found that security and data breaches 
are now the top cause of downtime. As of this writing, the ITIC 
report did not show any security breaches for PowerVM
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RISC vs CISC
Not that they didn’t like the idea.. 

RISC, acronym for Reduced-instruction-set 
Computing, information processing using any of a family 
of microprocessors that are designed to execute 
computing tasks with the simplest instructions in the 
shortest amount of time possible. RISC is the opposite of 
CISC (complex-instruction-set computing).

Recognizing that the lack of software could be a serious 
problem for the future, Intel made thousands of these 
early systems available to independent software vendors 
(ISVs) to stimulate development.
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https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/acronym
https://www.britannica.com/technology/information-processing


Scale up AND Scale Out
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Reliable upgrade process 

With In-Place upgrade, elements of the previous system remain, 
causing performance issues of the new system

A clean install is a great way for a fresh start, especially if you’ve 
been running the same system version for quite a long time.

Fresh install is always the preferred method. This was debated not too long
ago on r/sysadmin. Unless there's a very specific reason to, I'm not sure why you
would even consider an in-place upgrade.
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https://www.reddit.com/r/sysadmin/comments/7wu7fu/inplace_upgrade_server_2012r2_to_2016_with_2/
https://www.reddit.com/r/sysadmin/
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Holistic architecture



TIMI
Technology Independent Machine Interface
The IBM i Architecture depicted below only allows predefined MI Instructions to go to 
the lower level of microcode. All user code, including the compilers as well as the 
operating system itself, is independent from the microcode and hardware layer below. 
All compiled code will have to get translated in order to get machine level instructions 
specific to the hardware being run on. 
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TIMI

“IBM i behaves more like a traditional single-memory-space real-time OS (RTOS) like VxWorks 5”

IBM i uses a byte code format for application programs. This 
byte code (known as technology-independent machine 
interface, or TIMI) is quite unlike what we have in the JVM or 
CLR. First of all, it predates the JVM by about 15 years. The 
first generation of systems, the IBM Series 38, came out in 
1980. Second, the TIMI code contains many higher-level 
operations like database accesses, making it possible to 
generate far better executable code than if it was just plain 
API calls. Third, it is compiled before execution, and not just-
in-time.

While ARM has launched a series of encodings over time and 
implemented various subsets in various particular cores, the 
true renovation of the mainstream ARM instruction set had to 
leverage the move to 64-bit to force their ecosystem to come 
along. In the IBM i, such an updated could have happened at 
any point in time, and users would not have noticed. 
Impressive.
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“Compare this to how we are today moving from 32bit to 64-bit 
on the x86 platform. Even though most 32 bit applications will run on 64-
bit hardware, the applications will still have to be rewritten to fully employ
the 64 bit design. The same story happened when Intel moved from 16-
bit to 32bit”

http://www-03.ibm.com/ibm/history/exhibits/rochester/rochester_4009.html


Future compatibility

Thanks to TIMI
37



Power10… Power11..

And your programs will run on it..
Maybe: The Start Object Conversion (STROBJCVN) command either converts user objects or checks 
which objects will require conversion. Objects are converted from the format used in a previous 
version, release, and modification level of the operating system to the format required for use in the 
current version, release, and modification level of the operating system.
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• The user profile is an IBM i object and an MI system object
• Belongs to a user class - developers, system admins, operators etc.
• Different authority groups
• Library lists
• Authorization lists
• Group profiles
• Program adoption of authority
• Menu access limitations
• Command line limitations
• Public *EXCLUDE

User profiles built for a multi user system

39



CL – Control Language
CL is based on commands. All program statements are 
nothing more than commands. Many of the 
commands are the same ones you would use 
manually, from the keyboard, to operate the 
computer

With CL you ca do any of the following:
- Control system power up and power down
- Chang the configuration of the system through 

changes in system values or line, controller, and 
device description

- Manage work
- Start other jobs
- Control system security
- Control all forms of communications
- Manage objects in libraries (Create, change, 

delete, organize, rename..) 
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RPG

”RPG’s native numeric data type is decimal numbers in packed or zoned 
decimal format. You can store more than 60 digit numbers with no loss 
of precision, and no special fancy coding is needed to do decimal math in 
RPG – it’s the native built-in way of doing math. In most other languages, 
if you want to use true decimal numbers, you need to call a special set of 
APIs. RPG does it natively. RPG rocks for sales figures!”

- Scott Klement at www.common.org

Optimized language for the integrating system… system resources.. 
Database is there no, no software needed (No need for ODBC or 
JDBC)
Totally integrated and using the OS to max.
It exists in the secure ILE environment
No virtual machine needed
No garbage collection
No storage management needed
No configuration needed
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Security Levels
Level 10 — Physical Security. No password required. User profiles are created for any user who 
attempts to sign on. IBM no longer supports level 10.
Level 20 — Password Security. Every user must have a valid profile and password. Every user 
with a valid profile and password assumes root-level authority (*ALLOBJ) by default.
Level 30 — Resource Security. Object-level authority is enforced as users do not assume root-
level authority by default. A moderately knowledgeable programmer or operator can bypass 
resource-level security and assume root-level authority.
Level 40 — Operating System Integrity. Level 30 protection plus additional operating system 
integrity. It is possible for an extremely knowledgeable programmer with access to your system 
to elevate his or her level of authority, possibly as high as root-level authority.
Level 50 — Enhanced Operating System Security. Level 40 protection plus enhanced operating 
system integrity. A properly secured system at security level 50 is the best defense. However, 
even at level 50, other system configuration issues must be addressed.

Security on your system is arranged in a series of levels, with 
each level offering a greater degree of security and protection 
of your data than the previous level.
You can choose how much security you want the system to 
enforce by setting the security level (QSECURITY) system value.
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Authority Collection
Trying to remove *ALLOBJ from a service account, developer, or other profile but don’t want to 
break something in the process? Want to determine where someone is getting authority from? 
Baffled on how to resolve an authority failure? Anxious to determine who is using a file 
containing confidential information?
Authority Collection is the answer! Introduced in version 7.3 and enhanced significantly in 7.4, 
Authority Collection takes the guesswork out of securing your system by documenting exactly 
what authority is required by the operating system to perform a task or to access a specific 
object.
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https://db2fori.blogspot.com/2012/11/one-of-crown-jewels-single-level-storage.html 44



Sophisticated Storage Management

Given that all systems have both disk and memory, DB2 for i teams up with IBM i storage 
management to move data between main storage and auxiliary storage (aka memory and 
disk) in a way only an integrated database could.

DB2 for i objects share the same memory as the application, optimally balanced by storage 
management, to simplify operations and gain performance advantage with adjacent 
memory usage.

The supervisory nature of IBM i coupled with the concept of referencing only “one copy of 
data” via unique virtual address (VA) allows for some very clever I/O capabilities. I/O can be 
scheduled and performed asynchronously (i.e., no waiting) allowing for just-in-time arrival 
of information. Data can be cached in memory and transparently accessed given the fact 
that it’s always referenced by VA.

There are no buffer pools or database subsystems to define, configure or manage. If the 
table and/or index are brought into memory ahead of the query, the application does not 
have to wait on the relatively slower physical I/O mechanism.

When doing physical I/O, the query optimizer can request parallel I/O be used to get data 
into memory faster. Remember, this is all accomplished without database administration or 
configuring the data space for parallelism.

One of the Crown Jewels: Single Level Storage

https://db2fori.blogspot.com/2012/11/one-of-crown-jewels-single-level-storage.html 45



Sophisticated Storage Management
The “single-level store” is the most interesting property of 
the IBM i. User-level programs only see a vast uniform 
address space and use pointers to objects to manage code 
and data. Disks and RAM are handled by the OS 
completely transparently. Pointers are also global, and any 
program can share data with any other program in a very 
efficient way. Data protection is handled by objects, which 
means that there is no need for traditional MMU-based 
data protection. Which in turns makes task switching 
amazingly quick

There are known performance and efficiency benefits from 
having a single memory space, and the IBM i manages to 
provide that while still being entirely secure and enforcing 
protection around all data and code. The reason is that 
protection is part of the system object model and supported by 
the hardware with a little bit of extra functionality not found in 
any other system.

https://jakob.engbloms.se/archives/2111
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Sophisticated Storage Management
With a single-level storage the entire storage of a computer is thought of as a single two-
dimensional plane of addresses, pointing to pages. Pages may be in primary 
storage (RAM) or in secondary storage (disk); however, the current location of an address 
is unimportant to a process. The operating system takes on the responsibility of locating 
pages and making them available for processing. If a page is in primary storage, it is 
immediately available. If a page is on disk, a page fault occurs and the operating system 
brings the page into primary storage. No explicit I/O to secondary storage is done by 
processes: instead, reads from secondary storage are done as the result of page faults; 
writes to secondary storage are done when pages that have been modified since being 
read from secondary storage into primary storage are written back to their location in 
secondary storage.
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Sophisticated Storage  Management
The system also does stuff like automatically extending files that are full etc

CICS Storage violations can seem to be one of the most difficult problems to deal with when 
debugging. Storage Violations can in the worst cases bring down CICS and can sometimes go 
undetected by CICS which could lead to problems in the future. S

To increase the size of the pool, simply add disk drives to IBM i and 
they automatically become part of the system ASP Instead of an object being stored on a single physical disk drive, 

single-level storage scatters objects across all physical drives, 
transparently to the user

IBM i disk management supports fully parallel disk I/O, which 
provides outstanding disk I/O performance because each 
object on the system is accessible by multiple disk arms 
concurrently.

There is no need to be concerned about particular disk drives 
filling up or moving data from one disk to another to improve 
performance because all data management is taken care of by 
the licensed internal code. Therefore, IBM i does not require a 
Database Administrator. Licensed internal code also ensures 
that there is no disk fragmentation.

“The disk drive box was disconnected and the system hang. 
When cable was inserted again the system continued like 
nothing happened… “
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Branching
”The memory system had to be more adaptable and better able to deal with 
multiple users and multiple tasks. In the mainframe’s virtual memory 
approach, it took a thousand instructions to switch from one user to another.
“Now, a thousand instructions is an awful lot. But they had to do a lot,” Soltis 
said. “In IBM i, it takes one instruction. You simply branch to location within 
that huge storage and begin to execute instructions. It’s a branch. It’s the 
fastest in the industry.”

49

The single level store is about sharing. There is no need to creat
e a separate address space when executing a new task. Program'
s don't copy objects into a user's address space. Also, task switc
hing is very fast because it's simple as saving the processor’s
registers and performing a branch instruction to the location
where the task resides



SLS – NOT THAT THEY DIDN’T LIKE THE 
IDEA

Singularity is an 
experimental operating system (OS) 
which was built by Microsoft 
Research between 2003 and 2010
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Object Oriented 
Operating System

Different object types have different operational 
characteristics. These differences make each object type 
unique. For example, because a file is an object that contains 
data, its operational characteristics differ from those of a 
program, which contains instruction

“For each object type, there are only a well-defined set of 
functions that can be executed against these objects. 
Many of these functions are supported only by the 
privileged kernel of IBM i. In order to execute these 
functions, the programmer provides a Tagged Pointer –
often called a System Pointer – referencing an object’s 
segment and requests execution of that function. If the 
program does not have an object’s System Pointer, the 
program also does not have access to that object.”http://mrfunk.info/?page_id=5 51



Relational database as 
native file system

WinFS (short for Windows Future Storage)[1] was the code name for a 
canceled[2] data storage and management system project based 
on relational databases, developed by Microsoft and first demonstrated in 
2003 as an advanced storage subsystem for the Microsoft 
Windows operating system, designed for persistence and management 
of structured, semi-structured and unstructured data.
WinFS includes a relational database for storage of information, and allows 
any type of information to be stored in it, provided there is a well 
defined schema for the type.
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In memory Database
From day one, the capability of putting and keeping objects in 
memory has been part of IBM i and DB2 for i. The entire system 
was build from the ground up to support ALL objects in memory. 

•KEEP IN MEMORY <NO/YES> is available on the following SQL 
statements:
•ALTER TABLE
•CREATE INDEX
•CREATE TABLE
•DECLARE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE
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NVMe

Combine with Single Level Storage
AI next? 54



IBM i Services
Application Services
These procedures, functions, and views provide interface information that can be used by applications.
Backup, Recovery, and Media Services (BRMS) Services
These table functions and views provide information about BRMS.
Communication Services
These services provide communication information.
IFS Services
These services provide information about the integrated file system.
Java Services
This view and procedure provide Java information and JVM management options.
Journal Services
These services provide information about audit journals and data journals.
Librarian Services
These services provide object and library list information.
Message Handling Services
These views and functions provide system message information.
PowerHA Services
These table functions and views provide information about PowerHA®.
Product Services
These services provide information about licensed products.
PTF Services
These views provide PTF information.
Security Services
These views, procedures, and functions provide security information.
Spool Services
These views and functions provide information about spooled files.
Storage Services
These views provide information about storage and storage devices.
System Health Services
For the most important system resources, the IBM i operating system automatically tracks the highest consumption and consumers.
Work Management Services
These views and functions provide system value and job information.

The GROUP_PTF_CURRENCY is a view containing a query which 
implements a live comparison of the PTF Groups installed on 
the partition against the service levels listed on the IBM 
Preventive Service Planning website.
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Db2 for i Services

Application Services
These procedures provide interfaces that are useful for application development.
Performance Services
These services include procedures that provide interfaces to work with indexes and a view to see 
information about database monitors.
Plan Cache Services
These services include procedures to assist you in performing database administration (DBA) 
and database engineering (DBE) tasks.
Utility Services
These procedures provide interfaces to monitor and work with SQL in jobs on the current system 
or to compare constraint and routine information across systems.

CALL SYSTOOLS.ACT_ON_INDEX_ADVICE(‘PRODLIB’,NULL,NULL,1000,NULL)

Example
For schema PRODLIB, find all instances of index advice where a maintained temporary 
index was used more than 1000 times and create permanent SQL indexes.
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CPW 
Commercial Processing Workload

The CPW rating of a system is generated using the measurements of a 
specific workload that is maintained internally within the IBM i Systems 
Performance group. This workload is rigidly defined for functionality, 
performance metrics, and price/performance metrics.
As experts in benchmarking and measurement, IDEAS believes that IBM’s 
use of CPW provides a greater opportunity to accurately reflect relative 
performance than can be found in public benchmark results.
A public benchmark’s goal is to demonstrate the absolute highest system 
performance possible, whereas the primary goal with CPW is to show the 
relative performance between systems.
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ACS
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Web interface
(including /mobile)

IBM® Navigator for i is a Web console interface where you can perform the key tasks to 
administer your IBM i. Nothing needs to be installed on your workstation to use IBM Navigator 
for i. This Web application is part of the base IBM i operating system and be easily accessed by 
simply pointing your browser to http://systemName:2001.
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Holistic approach to 
performance
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Index advisor: If the optimizer determines that a permanent 
index might be beneficial, it returns the key columns necessary 
to create the suggested index.
Plan cache: The SQL Plan Cache contains a wealth of 
information about the SQE queries being run through the 
database.
EVIs are a complementary alternative to existing index objects 
and are a variation on bitmap indexing. Because of their 
compact size and relative simplicity, EVIs provide for faster 
scans of a table that can also be processed in parallel.
Symmetrical multiprocessing is a form of parallelism achieved 
on a single system where multiple CPU and I/O processors 
sharing memory and disk work simultaneously toward a single 
result.



Client partitions

IBM i Production 1 v7.4

IBM Power

IBM i Production 2 v7.3

IBM i Development 1

IBM i Test partition 1

IBM i Development 2

IBM i Test partition 2

IBM i Archive v7.2

Linux Partition

IBM i “Sandbox”
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RLA – Record Level Access

Because sometimes this is still the best way… 
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PASE
PASE for i provides an integrated runtime environment that 
allows you to run selected applications without the complexity 
of managing operating systems, such as AIX or Linux®.

Applications running in PASE for i are integrated with the IBM i integrated 
file system and Db2® for i. They can call (and be called by) Java and ILE 
applications. In general, they can take advantage of all aspects of the IBM 
i operating environment, such as security, message handling, 
communication, and backup and recovery.

But Windows Subsystem for Linux?
”Microsoft envisages WSL as "primarily a tool for developers – especially web developers and those 
who work on or with open source projects". 65
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Plan A –Avoid it to happen in 
the first place

67

The Db2® for i Predictive Query Governor can stop the 
initiation of a query if the estimated run time (elapsed 
execution time) or estimated temporary storage for the query 
is excessive. The governor acts before a query is run instead of 
while a query is run



PTF Concept

A and B side concepts are relative to LIC and not to the 
operating system or LPP PTFs. When a new system is shipped or 
when the operating system is upgraded to a new release, the A 
side and B side match. When LIC PTFs are temporarily applied, 
they are applied to the B side. If you have temporarily applied 
LIC PTFs and you are running on the A side, you will not be 
running with the PTF

68

ARE for distributing PTFs



Electronic Service Agent

Electronic Service Agent provides an automatic problem-
reporting function. It helps predict and prevent hardware 
errors by early detection of potential problems. It also reports 
software errors. Electronic Service Agent downloads fixes and 
automatically submits problems to IBM when appropriate.
Supplemental system service information is sent to IBM and 
made available to IBM support centers to aid in problem 
resolution.
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Watches
Watches provide a way to automate tasks when certain events occur. An event 

can be a message, a Licensed Internal Code (LIC) log (also known as a VLOG), 
or a Problem Activity Log (PAL) entry.

Trying to track down a message sent to the job log of a prestart 
job is much like looking for a needle in a haystack; on busy 
systems, there could be hundreds of jobs to look through. If the 
error was relatively minor, the jobs may end and not generate a 
job log.

Watches make life easier if you need to track down an 
intermittent error or a difficult-to-find issue in a prestart job.
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ARE – Application Runtime Expert
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Redbooks
(Because setup things the right way)

72
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MSGID & System Reference Codes

CPE3005 - File is not opened for read operations
CPF0610 - File &1 in &2 not available.

CPE3500 - Object is a read only object.

CPE3496 - Data space index used as a directory is invalid.

CPE3441 - The socket protocol family is not supported.
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Proper backup & recovery system
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IBM Support
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QMGTOOLS QMGTOOLS

There are over 300 commands in library 
QMGTOOLS, and IBM adds more 
commands and enhances the 
functionality of existing commands on an 
ongoing basis.

“Love it. Have been using it for years. As handy as it gets. And of course, 
free.”
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DST/SST

DST operates in stand-alone, limited, and full paging 
environments. The DST tools and functions vary depending on 
the paging environment and the release level of the operating 
system. For more information, see System paging 
environments.

System service tools (SST) provide a way to access a subset of the service tools 
that DST offers without requiring access to DST. 

SST is available when IBM® i is operational, and can be accessed using the 
STRSST CL command.
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Abnormal IPL

81

The job table cleanup IPL step is also known as Work Control 
Block Table cleanup (C900 2C40) IPL step

Recover transaction integrity

Rebuild access paths

Damaged object detection
When your system ends abnormally, perhaps because of 
a power interruption, the next IPL can take much longer 
than a normal IPL. Rebuilding access paths contributes to 
this long IPL time



VFY Commands
Commonly used verify commands

VFYCMN command to verify the correct operation of a 
communications card, line, or interface.

VFYOPT command to verify the correct operation of an 
optical library. For non-library optical units, use the 
verify option within the hardware service manager.

VFYPRT command to verify the correct operation of a 
printer.

VFYTAPUse the VFYTAP command to verify the correct 
operation of a tape unit.
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Problem Isolation Procedure

Is there a B600 xxxx SRC that occurred during the last IPL 
other than the B600 6944 andi nformational SRCs?
- Yes: Use the other B600 xxxx SRC to determine the 

problem. Go to the Start of Call and look up the new SRC to 
correct the problem. This ends the procedure.

- No: You connected an I/O processor in the wrong card 
position. Use the system configuration list to compare the 
cards. When you have corrected the configuration, go to the 
start of this procedure to verify the bus repair. This ends the 
procedure.
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PAL/SAL

•Use the Product activity log option to analyze the log data of a 
specific subsystem. Some subsystem selections are:

• All logs
• Processor
• Magnetic media
• Local workstation
• Communications (SDLC, BSC, X.25, token ring, remote 

workstation, IDLC, if supported by the system).
• Power
• Licensed program
• Licensed Internal Code The service action log (SAL) is a subset of the product activity log.

The SAL is a utility that scans the PAL and displays entries that require 
service representative action. It pulls out the relevant information 
from those entries and formats it to the display to show service 
information, such as failing resource names, field replaceable unit 
(FRU) part numbers, and FRU locations
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Control Panel

The IPL to apply MF99207/MF99301 will hang at SRC code 
C6003962 indefinitely when IPLing to the B side.
•You must perform an A side (A-Manual) IPL in order to get the 
system back on line.

The physical control panel is your initial interface with the 
server. You can use the physical control panel to perform 
functions such as IPL, power on, and power off.
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IBM i Community
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The IBM i Community
In addition to the regional groups listed above, there are many other IBM i user groups 
and resources to explore:
IDUG DB2 User Group: IDUG is the foremost independent, user-driven community that 
provides a direct channel to thousands of professional DB2 users across the globe.
imPower Technologies: Jim Buck has an online offering that includes RPG Free/RDi
education. The site states its goal as being driven to deliver the highest quality IBM i
educational training that transforms corporate culture, nurtures and enhances workforce 
skills, and delivers maximum ROI for the corporate education budget. This is a good 
tool for educating new IBM i technologists.
The Large User Group (LUG): LUG counts almost 100 large companies among their 
members, all of which have made significant investments in their IBM i platforms. These 
companies are located around the world and span multiple industries.
North East User Group Conference: NEUGC is an annual IBM i event held in New 
England for IBM i (Power Systems, iSeries, AS/400). It’s designed to bring together IBM 
user groups from Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, 
and Vermont. They also have a Facebook page.
Young i Professionals: This is an international group of technology professionals that 
represent all “young” entrants into the job market or “young” users of IBM i, iSeries, 
System i, and AS/400.
ILE-RPG Developers: This organization provides educational resources and 
a LinkedIn community dedicated to reinvigorating development using ILE-RPG in IBM's 
AS/400, iSeries, or IBM i on Power.
System i Developer: SiD is a consortium of experts in RPGIV, SQL, DB2, ILE, 
RSE/RDi/RDP/WDSc, and PHP offering education, training/services, and conferences, 
including the RPG & DB2 Summit, in support of RPG and DB2.
IBM i Community: An emerging community for RPG/COBOL/DB2 professionals.
PUB400.COM: A free, public server running IBM i 7.4 for everyone
IBM i also has a Facebook page.
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The IBM i CommunityCanada
Ontario (Toronto) – Toronto Users Group and Facebook

United States
The largest of the user groups is COMMON, which brings together IBM technology users across 
scores of local chapters across the globe. COMMON also has a Facebook User Group page with 
over 200 members.
California – Orange County Educational Advancement Network (OCEAN)
Connecticut – Fairfield Application System User Group
Georgia – IBM i Tech Community
Illinois – Omni Users Group
Indiana
•STATUS
•Mid-Range Michiana Users Group
Massachusetts – NEMUG
Michigan
•Southeast Michigan iSeries Users Group
•Midrange Meetup
•MITEC
•WMSUG
Minnesota – QUSER
Missouri – Gateway/400 Group
New Hampshire – New Hampshire Midrange Users Group
New Jersey – NESTU
New York
•Midrange Users Group of Western New York
•Long Island Systems Users Group (LISUG)
Ohio – TriState Midrange Users Group
Rhode Island – New England Midrange Users Group
Tennessee – IMUG
Texas – Metro Midrange Systems Association
Utah – Utah IBM i Professionals Association (formerly Greater Salt Lake Midrange User Group)
Vermont – Vermont Midrange User Group (VTMUG) and Facebook
Virginia – Mid-Atlantic Group of IBM i Collaborators (MAGIC)
Washington – Pacific Midrange Systems Association
Wisconsin – Wisconsin Midrange Computer Professional Association and Facebook

Europe
There is a COMMON Europe website and Facebook page as well as these individual 
country pages.
Austria – COMMON Austria and Facebook
Belgium – COMMON Belgium
Czech Republic and Slovenia – COMMON Czech Republic and Slovenia
Denmark – COMMON Denmark
France
•COMMON France
•Club Informatique Pays de Loire (Forum)
•Le Club Informatique de Bretagne
Germany – COMMON Deutschland
Italy
•Italian Power Association
•Faq400
Luxembourg – COMMON Luxembourg
The Netherlands – COMMON Netherlands
Norway – COMMON Norway
Poland – COMMON Poland
Russia – AIX Portal and Facebook
Sweden – COMMON Sweden (Data 3) and Facebook
Switzerland – COMMON Romandie (French) and COMMON Switzerland (German)
United Kingdom
•COMMON Great Britain and Facebook
•IBM i Southampton on LinkedIn and i-Community

South America
Argentina (Buenos Aires) – COMMON Argentina
Brazil – COMMON Latino
Peru – COMMON Peru

Asia/Oceania/Pacific
Australia – Interaction Australasia
Japan – COMMON Japan (iSUC)
Korea – SISA Korea
Russia – AIX Portal and Facebook
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10+ Years strategy

And your programs will run on it..89



RFE – Request For Enhancement

“When a client submits an RFE, it goes through an advisory 
council, which prioritizes them so that enhancements are made 
in a way that makes sense for the broader business. “IBM 
entertains a huge number of RFEs,” says Butterill. “Some of 
them find their way into the TRs. Some of them find their way 
into the next releases that we’re developing. Some of them are 
even available but the person submitting them just doesn’t 
know or isn’t aware that it’s already there, or it isn’t 
implemented quite the way they expected.”

“The IBM i platform’s greatest strength is its committed user 
base, whose long-lasting loyalty is unique in the annals of the 
business computer industry. IBM encourages its committed 
customers to get involved with shaping the future of the 
platform through the Request for Enhancement (RFE) process, 
which plays out in the public for all to see.”
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The IBM staff
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THANK YOU!
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EXTRA SLIDES ABOUT 
IBM POWER
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80% Utilization

thethe
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PowerVM
Think what could be 
done if Intel or AMD 
would own VMWare 
and Microsoft.. 
Or Microsoft made 
their own CPU and all 
infrastructure around 
it.. 

VMWare – Hyper-V, KVM
The hypervisor can consume as much as 25% of the 
system resources when acting as the VM agent.

However, POWER was designed with virtualization in mind 
almost from the very beginning and features a built-in 
hypervisor that operates with as little as a 2 percent loss in 
efficiency (as compared to running a workload directly on the 
hardware, without using a hypervisor).
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Flexibel Service Processor
The service processor monitors the operation of the firmware during the boot 
process and also monitors the hypervisor for termination. The hypervisor 
monitors the service processor and reports a service reference code when it 
detects surveillance loss. In the IBM PowerVM environment, it will perform a 
reset/reload if it detects the loss of the service processor.

Advanced System Management Interface (ASMI) is a graphical 
interface that is part of the service processor firmware. The 
ASMI manages and communicates with the service processor. 
The ASMI is required to set up the service processor and to 
perform service tasks, such as reading service processor error 
logs, reading vital product data, and controlling the system 
power.
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HMC
The Hardware Management Console (HMC) is a hardware 
appliance that you can use to configure and control one or 
more managed systems.

In this figure, you can see the logical partitions and the server firmware on the server. 
The server firmware is code that is stored in system flash memory on the server. The 
server firmware directly controls the resource allocations on the server and the 
communications between logical partitions on the server. The HMC connects with the 
server firmware and specifies how the server firmware allocates resources to the 
managed system.
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Power Enterprise Pools
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LPM – Live Partition Mobility
Live Partition Mobility, a component of the PowerVM Enterprise Edition 
hardware feature, provides the ability to move AIX, IBM i, and Linux 
logical partitions from one system to another. The mobility process 
transfers the system environment that includes the processor state, 
memory, attached virtual devices, and connected users.
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PowerSC
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VIOS
You can use the VIOS to perform the following functions:
•Sharing of physical resources between logical partitions on the 
system
•Creating logical partitions without requiring additional physical 
I/O resources
•Creating more logical partitions than there are I/O slots or 
physical devices available with the ability for logical partitions 
to have dedicated I/O, virtual I/O, or both
•Maximizing use of physical resources on the system
•Helping to reduce the storage area network (SAN) 
infrastructure

Is VIOS Important?
Yes! It gives you the flexibility of being able to share 
resources across multiple client LPARs. By sharing 
resources such as fibre channel adapters, network 
adapters, and external SAN-housed disks, you can 
dramatically reduce the physical footprint and the power 
consumed—very relevant in today’s green-thinking age.
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